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Stage 3—An Ancient Land—Unit 1 
Theme: An Ancient Land — Dictation 
Over time, the struggle of the dinosaurs with the 
caveman has been one of the causes of their dying 
out. 
The official dictionary meaning of evolution is that it 
is a series of crucial changes that have occurred 
over time, as with reptiles. 
Extinction is a permanent catastrophe that in some 
cases happened for commercial and financial gains 
by homo sapiens. 

Rule: “cial” says “shall” after a final vowel 

1 
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8 

9 

10 

5 

4 
Unjumble these list words 
chkoye _________________ ylela ______________ 
gletgsru ________________ arusndois __________ 
mtei ___________________ clepasi ____________ 

Write sentences to show two different meanings for these words. 
patient 1._______________________________________________  
2. ____________________________________________________  
time 1._________________________________________________  
2. ____________________________________________________  
social 1. _______________________________________________  
2. ____________________________________________________  

Choose the correct list word. 
The doctor saw his _________ at the hospital. 
There was a ________ on at the supermarket. 
What ______ is the movie on? 
_________ are extinct. 
The black cat ran down the ________ . 
Use the _________ to find the word meanings. 
Break these words into syllables e.g. al|ley = 2 
patient ___  dinosaurs ___ reptiles ___ official ___ 
caveman __ dictionary ___ extinct __ hilarious ___ 
Circle all the nouns—then draw 4 of them. 

    

Find words from the list that follow the rule. 
   

   

   
Friendly or sociable       c i a l 

Of a particular kind       c i a l 

Very important       c i a l 

Authorised       c i a l 

Imitation       c i a l 
Find smaller words within these words. 
alley_______________ causes______________ patient ____________ 
dinosaurs___________ reptiles _____________ official ____________ 
Choose the correct spelling 

ally hockey dinosaws patient specal dicshonary 

alley hokey dinosores pashent speshal dictonary 

aley hockee dinosaurs patent special dictionary 

One word in each line is a group word for the others.  Circle this word. 
alley, lane, street, avenue, roads, cul-de-sac 

lizard, reptiles, snake, turtle, alligator 
                stegosaurus, brontosaurus, dinosaurs, triceratops 
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Unjumble the words in the points of 
the star to solve the clues: 
1.  Happened 
2. Not Moving 

 3. Advertisement 
 4. Lasting or intending to last. 
 5. Very funny. 

6. Having come to an end with 
no living species. 

Write dictionary meanings for these list words 
permanent_______________________________________________  
Neanderthal _____________________________________________  
extinct __________________________________________________  
official __________________________________________________  

How many words can you make?  Start at any letter and follow the 
lines to the other letters in any direction. 
__________________________________  

___________________________________  
__________________________________  
__________________________________  

___________________________________  
Now rearrange all the letters to make one 
list word.___________________________  

n o s

i

s

d

r

a

u

Writing Ideas — Write a book 
for young children about a 
friendly dinosaur and its 
adventures in the world today.  
Design a cover for your book. 

Answer the clues, then use the letters in the shaded boxes to answer 
this riddle. 
“What kind of dinosaur did cowboys ride?”  
    A             

          Helpful 

        

          Book containing words and their meanings 

      Game with sticks and a ball or puck. 

         Process or formation of growth 

          Not moving 

         Extinct group of reptiles 

        Cold blooded animals such as snakes or lizards 

       Critical 

           The human species 

A strong effort 

Synonyms.  Circle the word that is not a synonym for the boxed word. 

complained whinged, moaned, praised, lamented 

crucial critical, irrelevant, important, significant 

quarrelling arguing, fighting, squabbling, agreeing 

artificial natural, imitation, assumed, feigned 

catastrophe disaster, misfortune, miracle, calamity 

Write 5 of your words in sentences. 
1. _____________________________________________________  
2. _____________________________________________________  
3. _____________________________________________________  
4. _____________________________________________________  
5. _____________________________________________________  

Write 5 
      
      
Dino-
saurs 

 Reptiles   

   

   

Extinct 
animals 

1._________ 

2._________ 

3._________ 

4._________ 

6._________ 

5._________ 
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Speaking in Public
Hints and Tips
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Points to Remember

• Try not to feel nervous - everyone is 
on your side!

• Stand up straight and still with your 
feet a little way apart. Don’t fidget!

• If you are holding your notes, don’t 
put them in front of your face. 

• Before you start, take a deep 
breath, count to three, then BEGIN!
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While you are speaking…

• Smile - it will make your audience 
feel like you are enjoying it, even if 
you are not.

• Look up at your audience - you 
are communicating with them. 
Don’t bury your nose in your notes.

• Take your time - there is no rush 
and we will enjoy it more if you 
speak clearly and slowly.

Photo courtesy of oandresilva@flickr.com - granted under creative commons licence – attribution



What I will be looking for…

• You should appear to be comfortable and confident talking in front of the 
class. Even if you aren’t – pretend!

• You should listen carefully to what other people have to say and then ask 
questions. You could even add some ideas of your own.

• You should try to make your talk interesting and entertaining for your 
listeners by using interesting words and putting expression in your voice.

• You should be using Standard English. That means NO SLANG in your talk.



Finally…

Keep it:

• Interesting

• Clear

• Entertaining

Good Luck!
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Tips and Tricks for Speaking in Public

It’s normal to feel nervous, 
don’t worry about it.

Take slow, deep  
breaths before you 

start to speak.

Focus your eyes just 
above the last row 
of the audience.   

WARNING! 
If you focus on your notes 

and don’t look up, your 
words will be unclear 

and the impact of what 
you’re saying will be lost.

If there’s someone you  
are intimidated by, 

imagine them eating 
spaghetti bolognese...  

no-one is scary with tomato 
and garlic sauce around 
their lips and spaghetti 

hanging out of their mouth! 

Stand with feet hip width 
apart and shoulders 
relaxed and down.  

WARNING! 
If you put your feet 
too close together, 

you will sway. This is 
very distracting for 

your audience. 

WARNING! 
If you hold your notes 
up in front of your face, 

your voice will be muffled, 
which is not good.

Hold your notes 
at hip height and 

slightly to the side.

1.

2.

4.

3.

7.

6.

5.

8.

9. 10.
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